Mystic German Submarine Deepens

Life Preserver Marked "Bremen" Picked Up Off Coast of Maine

PORTLAND, Me., Sept. 23.—A life preserver marked "Bremen", was taken off the beach near the mouth of the Penobscot River last night by confidence men of the Pennobscot, said that the preserver was taken to the newspaper office, where it was burned.

The life preserver was picked up by a man, who said that he saw a man jump into the water with the preserver, but could not see him again. The preserver was taken to the newspaper office, where it was burned.

The preserver was well made and the name "Bremen" on it is clearly visible. It was stained with oil and the name "Bremen" is clearly visible. It was stained with oil and the name "Bremen" is clearly visible. It was stained with oil and the name "Bremen" is clearly visible. It was stained with oil and the name "Bremen" is clearly visible. It was stained with oil and the name "Bremen" is clearly visible.
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